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It is always a good idea to take a Holiday! 

We're all going on a summer holiday 
No more working for a week or two. 
Fun and laughter on our summer holiday, 
No more worries for me or you, 
For a week or two…… 
WHO doesn’t remember this foot tapping number by Cliff Richards and who 
doesn’t want to go on a holiday? I for one love holidays and if I had my way I 
would take 6 months holiday, twice a year! 
Jokes a part, holidays relieve stress. Getting away for regular holidays and 
leaving our everyday hassles give us a break from the constant high levels of 
stress and a chance to repair some of the damage done by it. Holidays work to 
reduce stress by removing people from the activities and environments that 
they associate with stress and anxiety and the effects last beyond the duration 
of the holiday. Continuous work with no breaks can make one feel blocked and 
distracted, and have problems concentrating. Surveys show almost three-
quarters of people who take holidays regularly feel energised and more ready to 
face life’s challenges. 
Now that we have established that there is nothing better than being on a 
holiday, surrounded by other likeminded holidaymakers looking to have the time 
of our lives, sometimes it’s easy to get caught up in the excitement and without 
intending to, our behaviour and common sense temporarily abandon us. To 
prevent that from happening, here are some holiday etiquettes to keep in mind. 
 

v Live by this quote of Susan Heller: “When preparing to travel, lay out all 
your clothes and all your money. Then take half the clothes and twice the 
money.” This ‘mantra’ is sure to make your travels hassle-free and easy. It 
is very easy to over pack but everything is so much stress-free to handle 
and you can be more flexible when you travel light. Trying to tickets, 
passports, kids and luggage trolley at the airport is nightmare. Not to 
mention trying to get everything into a cab or car. 

v Learn the local language. Give it a honest try to learn a little bit of the 
local language and use it. Even if it is just ‘please’ and ‘thank you’. Talk 
with local people while you travel. Even if you don’t know the language 
fluently, try to interact with the locals. Always keep your smile on while 
interacting; a smile makes the other person comfortable. 

v Try the local cuisine. It may not be what you’re used to, but it’s always 
polite to try and immerse yourself in the local culture of the place that 
you’re visiting. Quite often the best way to stimulate your taste buds is 
to try something different from what you are used to having. 

v Be sensitive to when and where you take photos/video of people. Always 
ask first. It can look like an invasive of privacy if you get snap happy 
without asking for permission to do so. 
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v Be very mindful of your manners. When you visit another city or country, 
remember that you’re like a guest in someone else’s home.  Just like you 
wouldn’t like it if someone coming into your home and started behaving 
disrespectfully, you must be aware of the customs of the place you are 
visiting. Don’t act superior, leave a mess, be rude, and always be 
respectful of the locals. 

v Tip where appropriate. Tipping is a lot more traditional in other cultures 
than it is in the UK. Then again, some cultures see it as an insult! Be sure 
to check the tipping practices of the particular place you are visiting.  

v Be aware of others when playing your choice of music. We all love to 
listen to our favourite music to help as relax further when on holiday. 
But, don’t have it blaring out of your hotel room or at the poolside for all 
to hear, when they are trying to enjoy their holiday too. 

v Dress appropriately.  Read up on local conventions and dress 
appropriately, especially when visiting a new place. Dress according to 
your surroundings. Don’t go visiting the local place of worship or 
monument in your swimwear. Also, be sensible in your choice of clothing. 
Dress according to the weather and not your whim. 

v Embrace haggling but be considerate. If bartering is a way of life in the 
place that you’re visiting, enjoy the experience but don’t be rude. These 
people are just trying to make a living, so pay the fair price. Don’t engage 
in overly aggressive bargaining. 

v Be patient. Living in the UK, we are all too aware of the importance of 
queuing patiently. There’s no point trying to get ahead of the others if 
you are all heading towards the same destination. It’s going to take the 
same amount of time irrespective.  

v Don’t be overly greedy or selfish. Taking heaped plates at ‘eat all you can’ 
buffets without having a thought for all those who are waiting for the 
food, is not done. Similarly, there is nothing worse than when people put a 
towel down on a lounger or sunbed before breakfast and then don’t turn 
up to use it until after noon. Being late for excursions or organised trips 
and making fellow holiday makers wait for you puts a dampener on their 
mood and is simply not fair. 

v Enrich your experience and support the local economy. Buy and use locally 
grown and prepared things. Never buy crafts or products made from 
protected or endangered species. 

However long for and wherever you choose to go, remember - Stay happy, stay 
safe and Stay Holidayed! 
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Presidents report for June 2018 
 Naked flame not allowed in Westminster and most Council chambers. 

Yet we allow naked flame at Navratri and at Paryushan in high numbers.  

On both these events ladies come in their finest and highly inflammable 
attire. But the frightening aspects is when the Aarti thali is passed to 
children by the parents. I have lost count of close shaves when the aarti 
thali is held at an angle and so close to other participants. 

More disturbing is that our members are lighting flame divas in Mandir and 
then leaving divas unattended. This cannot be tolerated. 

All it will need is one accident where someone’s attire catches fire. It's time we move over to electric 
candle diva.  

Paryushan 2018. We are fortunate to have Samnji Pratibha Pragyaji and Samniji Puniya Pragyaji from 
JVB. This year we shall have an interesting format with possible evening Pravachans in English. In 
addition we shall have English Pratikraman conducted by Samniji every evening. 
 
For Paryushan 2019  and 2020 we have our eyes set on very talented Jain scholars from India who will 
greatly appeal to our younger generation. 
 
Loneliness is a curse specially for widows, widowers and divorcees. Recently we had two very 
interesting debates: one at Tuesday Jalsa Club and second at NavJivan Vadil Kendra on the same 
topic. In both the places there was overwhelming support that it is almost necessary  and not a 
shameful thing to find a partner. 
 
Navnat Golf Club. On 17th Thursday, Amit and I were invited to the 10th Anniversary of Navnat Golf 
Club. The venue was The London Golf Club in Kent, a very upmarket beautiful Golf Club in scenic 
surroundings. I do not play Golf but was very much impressed by the heights scaled by Navnat Golf 
Club in 10 years. It is probably one subsidiary of Navnat with rising younger generation. Navnat Golf 
Club is not a drain on any of Navnat resources. Navnat UK shall encourage and help NGC in every way 
possible. 
 
Navnat Jalsa Club meets every Tuesday at Navnat Centre. Now in its fourth successful year has 
formed a Committee. They have the same fee structure and Guidelines to that of Navnat Vadil Mandal. 
Their President is Inna Parekh and Secretary is Bhavnaben Desai. For the time being Navnat UK will 
be managing their funds. 
   
Recently we were blessed with the presence of Param Pujya Bhaishree, spiritual leader of Shri Raj 
Saubhag Ashram, Sayla, who gave us a talk on "Anitya Bhavna".    
 
Swamis from Baps Shri Swaminarayan Mandir, Neasden who gave a presentation on "Mindfullness 
- Amid Mayhem: Insight, Foresight, Surroundsight..   

On 4th July we shall be fortunate to have Pujya Sadhvi Shri Shilapiji Maharaj who will give us a 
discourse on "Overcoming Challenges of the mind" - our minds are not us and yet we are its slave. 
How to take back control and realise our innate inner space. 

AGM. Sunday 8th July 2018. This is your chance to question us on our performance for the current 
term. There are a couple of Constitutional changes proposed which needs your approval. I have been 
told the lunch will be delicious. We look forward to seeing you on the day. 
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twitter.com/navnat 

09 June 2018 

Notice of Annual General Meeting  
 
The next Annual General Meeting of the Association will take place on Sunday 8th July 2018, at 
2:15pm.  Venue: Navnat Centre, Printing House Lane, Hayes, UB3 1AR. 
 
Please visit navnat.com and click on the AGM event for all documents related to this notice 
including accounts, resolutions to be passed and the CIO Constitution. 
 

Agenda 
AGM 
 
1. Prayers 
2. Opening address by the President 
3. Noting of minutes of 2017 AGM of Unincorporated charity held on 21 May 2017 
4. Matters Arising 
5. Report by General Secretary 
6. Vote on proposed constitution changes (see appendix at AGM page on navnat.com)  

a. Term Limit Change for Vice President, Secretary and Treasurer roles 
b. Simplification of quorum clause for EC meetings 

7. 2017 Annual Accounts and Treasurers Report  
8. Adoption of Accounts 
9. Report by Board of Advisors 
10. Recommendations for the year ahead 
11. Reports by subsidiary bodies 
12. Any other business with the permission of the chair 
13. Vote of thanks for our Hon Solicitor Mamta Parekh and Hon Auditors PSJ Alexander 
14. Appointment of Auditors 
15. Appointment of Solicitors 
16. Closing Prayers 
 
Refreshments 
 
Will be served from 1.00pm to 2.00pm 
 
It is estimated that the meeting will conclude at around 5.00pm. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
Amit Lathia 
General Secretary 
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Navant Golf Society News 
NAVNAT MASTERS – The London Golf Club. 
Thursday 17 May 2018 
There is something very special about reaching a decade as a community society. It is a landmark that 
deserves to be celebrated, a moment in time for all connected with the Navnat Golf Society (NGS) to be 
proud, and perhaps a time to cast just a glance backward to have a look at the beginnings of our Society. 
The world of 2008 seems impossibly remote to us today. But to those who sat round a table on a day in 
April 2008, the future looked bright. They were talking about forming a golf society within Navnat. The 
founders were: Anil Doshi – Chairman, Divyesh Kamdar – Treasurer, Anita Kamdar – Secretary, Dilip 
Mehta and Sunil Shah – Captains. These founding members continue to support NGS and don’t be 

surprised that when you join, your 
fellow NGS members invite you out for 
a game in conditions that might make 
breaking news on the Weather Channel. 
The founders instilled true fellowship, 
grit and indeed the perfect swing, if 
such a thing exists! A very big thank you 
to the 2008 committee, NGS would not 
be where it is today without your 
support and perseverance towards 

excellence. 
The society started its first tournament ten years ago at the prestigious 
London Golf Club in Brands Hatch, Kent and were honoured by the 
attendance of the then President of Navnat, Subhashbhai Bakhai at the 
dinner and prize giving.  
 
Fast-forward ten years to 2018 and the tenth edition of the Navnat 
Masters was held at the London Club.  A glorious sunny day, the 
International Course stood up to its reputation of one of the finest 
downland courses in Europe. True to form, NGS members came 
through beautifully. The overall winners were: Anil Shah (38 points), 
Sudhir Shah (Division 1, 37 points), Jay Bhuva (Division 2, 36 points) and 
Jyoti Mehta (Ladies Division, 36 points).  Dhirubhai Galani, President of 
Navnat was present along with Secretary Amit Lathia and both joined us 
for dinner and prize giving. 
 
Thank you to the founding members and all those who have supported 
the Society in the last ten years. It was a pleasure to hear Dhirubhai 
express his support for NGS as we look to continue to grow. With all 
your support, we hope that this will see NGS driving (and putting) 
towards the 20 years mark!  

Membership of NGS offers an opportunity for all Navnatees to meet socially, for young and old alike to 
come together, and we would encourage anyone to come and join us. So, if you would like to learn 
more or get involved, then please do not hesitate to get in touch with any of the below or using the 
email address – we would love to hear from you! 

 
NGS Committee 2018: Mitul Mehta (Captain), Amit Shah, Jay Bhuva, Bharat Sheth, Bina Sanghvi 
Navnat Golf Society Contact:  golf@navnat.com 
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આજના યગુમા ંદાદાદાદીની જ-.રયાત 

આજના યુગમા ંદાદા દાદીની જ-.રયાત િવશે લખતા પહેલા કૌટુંિબક =વનરીતી અને સં@કૃતીને સમજવી પડશે. સં@કૃતી એટલ ે

આપણાં પરૂવજોના સં@કારોનો ઉIાત વારસો જેને આપJં મહામૂલું ધન ગણી શકાય. આ સં@કારધન િવકસતું રહે તેવી દરેક 

માનવીની ભાવના હોય. આ સં@કારધનનંુ એક પાસંુ એ આપણી સંયુMત કુટુંબ =વનની ભાવના છે જે .દન-બ.દન ભલૂાતી Pય 

છે અને તેનંુ ગૌરવ હણાતું Pય છે. આજે પાQચાSય સં@કૃતીનો Tવાહ Tચંડ વેગે આપણાં તરફ વહી રVો છે અને એ Tવાહમાં 

આપણે PWયે અPWયે તણાઈ રVાં છીએ. સાથે સાથ ેઆપણી િવરાટ, ગૌરવવતંી કુટુંબની ભાવના પણ તણાતી Pય છે. તમેાંય 

ખાસ કરીને આપાણાં નાનાં નાનાં બાળકો  ફંગોળાય છે Sયારે Tોઢાવ@થાએ પહ]ચલેા અને =વનના ંઅનુભવો મેળવી ચકૂેલા આ 

Tવાહમાં આપણી સં@કૃતી સાચવીને તરતા શીખવવાનંુ છે.  

 આજના આંધળા અનુકરણના યુગમાં માનવમા^નંુ =વન મહા િવષમ પ.રિ@થતીમાથંી પસાર થઈ રVંુ છે. =વનના 

દરેક `ે^માં વસમો વળાંક આવી રVો છે. એક બાજુ  સંયુMત કુટુબંની ભાવના લaુત થતી Pય છે અને બી= બાજુ કારમી 

મ]ઘવારીએ માઝા મકૂી છે. પહેલાની જેમ એક કમાય અને આઠ –દસ નભે તેવું હવે બની શક ેતેમ નથી. આજે િવQવમાં 

મ]ઘવારીનો એવો દાવાનળ સળગી રVો છે કે દરકે માણસે ભૌિતક સંપિf મળેવવા અથાગ પ.રgમ કરવો પડે છે. દરકે માટે 

=વનની જ-.રયાત એટલી વધી ગઈ છે કે ઘરનંુ નાવ ચલાવવા પિત અને પSની બhનેએ કામ કરવુ ંજ પડશે તેવા .દવસો આવી 

રVાં છે. Sયારે દરેકના મનમાં TQન થાય છે કે નાના બાળકોને સંભાળનાર કોણ? આ TQન ઉjભવે છે Sયારે ‘ઘરડાં ડોસા” કહીને 

ઉપે`ા પામતા,તે દાદા-દાદીની હવ ેજ-ર જણાવા લાગી છે.  

 આજે દુિનયામાં બધાને પોતાનંુ જ કટુુંબ જોઈએ છે અને તેમાં જ સુખ  છે તેમ  માને છે. તથેી  ઘરમાં બાળકોને કાકા 

કે અદાના ભાઈ –બહેનોનો સાથ નથી મળી શકતો. mલટે િસ@ટમ થતા ંઆડોશ પાડોશનો સાથ પણ નથી મળતો. તેથી ઘરમાં 

બાળક એકલું પડી Pય છે અને ઘણીવાર હીજરાય છે. એ િહજરાતા ંબાળકોને હેતની હંૂફ જોઈએ છે, તમેની કાલી ઘેલી વાતો 

સાંભળવા વાળું કોઈ જોઈએ છે. બાળકો િનnવ રમકડાથંી કંટાળી Pય છે. માતા-િપતા કામે Pય  અને ઘરમાં આવીને ઘરની 

જવાબદારીઓ અને રસોઈ કરવાની હોય છે,Sયારે બાળકોનંુ કોણ? 

 સુખી દેશોમાં છોકરો-વહુ  ઘરમાથંી જુદા થાય Sયારે માતા-િપતા કે પુ^ જેવી દીલેની લાગણીઓ ઓછી થવા લાગે છે 

અને તેની જpયાએ બેબેસીટર જેને આપણે આયા કહીએ છીએ તેની પાસે બાળકોને રાખવા પડે છે. હવે આ આયાઓ કે 

બેબીસીટરો દાદા-દાદીની તોલે તો ન જ આવી શકે ને! તેથી િવદેશમાં વસતા ભારતીય યવુાન માતા િપતાઓને જણાવા લાpયું છે 

કે દૂર વસતાં પોતાનાં વડીલોને બોલાવી બાળકોની તથા  ઘરની જવાબદારીઓ સ]પે. 

 આ આપણા ંદાદા-દાદીઓ કે નાના-નાની અનુભવી હોય છે. ઉપરાંત પૌ^- પૌ^ીઓ સાથ ેલોહીનો સંબંધ પછી કહેવું 

જ શું પડે? આપણાંમાં કહેવત છે ને  કે કોડી કરતાં rયાજ વહાલુ.ં આ વ.ડલોની હાલત તપોતાનાં સંતાનો ઉછેરતા Sયારે  

પોતાનાં દીકરા-વહુ  જેવી જ હતી. સંતાનો સંયMત કુટુંબમાં વડીલો પાસે અને  કાકા-અદાના ભાઈ બહેનો સાથે ઉછરતા.ં એટલે 

પોતાની રીતે સંપણૂs રીતે પોતાનાં બાળકોનો ઉછેર ન પણ થઈ શકે. ઘરનાં કામમાં એટલા પરોવાએલાં હોય કે  બાળકોને વાતાs 

કહેવાનો ક ેહાલરડા ંગાઈ સંભળાવવાનો સમય જ ના હોય. tતાં આ બધંુ જ તમેને તેમના ંદાદા-દાદી, કાકા, કે ફોઈઓ પાસેથી 

મળી રહેતું. બાળક સંયુMત કટુુંબમાં ઉછરતું હોવાને કારણે તેને એકલતા નહોતી સાલતી કે આખો .દવસ રમકડાંને સહારે નહોતું 

=વવું પડતું.  

 બાળકોને તો  વડીલોનો aયાર અને બીP/િપ^ાઈ ભાઈ બહેનોની હંૂફ મળી રહેતી પણ એ માતા-િપતાઓ પોતાના 

બાળઉછેરના ં@વaનો પૂરા ંના કરી શકતાં તેમને પૌ^-પૌ^ીને રામાડી, જમાડી, હાલરડા ં ગાઈ અને વાતાsઓ કહી પોતાનાં 

અરમાનો  પૂરા કરવાનો મોકો મળે છે. ઘણાં  અનુભવો  પછી પોતાના સંતાનોના  ઉછેરમાં Mયાં ઉણપ રહી ગઈ હતી તે સમPઈ 

ગયું હોય છે. પૌ^ – પૌ^ીના ઘડતરમાં  એ ઉણપ પરૂી કરી લેવાની ખેવના Pગે છે. બાળકો તો Tેમનાં ભૂvયાં છે. એક .દવસ 
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પણ પોતાના ંમાણસોને ના જુએ તો બહવ-ં બની Pય છે. જો વડીલોની હંૂફ અને સારા સં@કારો બાળકોને અSયારથી મળશે તો 

તેમનાંમાં પણ  મોટપણ ેકુટુંબની ભાવના Pગૃત રહેશે. 

 છેwલે એટલું જ-ર કહીશ કે દાદા-દાદી બાળકોને ભૌિતક સંપિf આપી  શકે કે નહx તે મહSવનંુ નથી પણ અનુભવો 

અને આપણી સં@કૃતીની મૂડી વપરાયા વગર ના પડી રહે તે જોવાનંુ છે. આપણાં yદયને િવશાળ અને િવવેMપૂણs બનવીએ અને 

બાળકમા ંપડેલ િવકાસની ઝંખનાને ગતી આપવાનાં વડીલોનો અનુભવ અને Tેમ વાપરીએ અને Tમેના તાણંવાણાંમાં સં@કારોના 

મોતી પરોવી બાળકોને આ માળા પહેરાવીએ. તો પેઢી દર પઢેી વzચે ધષsણ કે  જનરશેના ગેપ છે તે ખાડો આપણે પરૂી શકીએ 

તેવું નથી લાગતું! 

  

     લેિખકા – જયાબેન સંઘવી  (દારેસલામ)  

jlirim Bjn an[ Bi[jnni[ kiy<k\m - ti.24-05-18 
            dr vP<[ Bg)n) smijn) a[.J.a[m pC) ph[li[ p\i[g\im Fi(m<k p\i[g\im riKvimi> aiv[ C[. ai vP<[ 
ti.24.05.18ni ri[j jlirim bipini Bjn an[ Bi[jnni[ kiy<k\m riK[l. aipNi nvnit Bvnmi>j k)cn 
km)T)n) bh[ni[ an[ Bg)n)n) km)T)n) bh[ni[a[ siY[ mL)n[ kiq)yiviD) Bi[jn t]yir kr[l. smy Yti si>jni C 
vigti si] ki[E aivvi li³yi an[ grmi grm Bi[jnn[ ºyiy aip)n[ si] ki[Ea[ m[en hi[lmi> pi[tin&> AYin le 
l)F&.  
             kiy<k\mn) S$aitmi> s[k\[Tr) oiri bi[liv[l p\[s)D[ºT[ si]n[ aivkir ai¼yi[ an[ ai kiy<k\mni kºv)nr 
ltib[n Sih an[ m)nib[n mh[tini[ p(rcy kriÄyi[. Ryirbid rimkZON g\&p[ Bjnn) S$ait kr). t[mni s&r)li 
avij[ gviti Bjni[a[ si]n[ B(ktmi> rsbi[L kr) d)Fi. dS vigti Bjni[ p&ri kr) si]a[ YiL an[ airt)ni[ liB 
l)Fi[. a>t[ p\sid len[ sv<[ C&Ti pDyi. 
             Bg)n)ni ai Fi(m<k kiy<k\mn[ sfL bnivvimi> siY aipnir kiy<kti< sv< Bie bh[ni[ km)T)ni s¿yi[ 
an[ Avid)Ö Bi[jn p)rsvi bdl (kcn ATifni[[ aiBir min[ C[.  
             ai p\s>g[ dD)yi p(rvir trfY) t[mni mit&~) Si>tib[n rt)lil dD)yin) 105m) vP<gi>q (nm)_i[ pi. 
201/-, Akiyl)ºk trfY) pi.150/-, ki>tib[n g&Nv>tBie v]w pr)vir trfY) pi.35/-b)ºd)b[n d)l)pBie 
avliN) trfY) pi.25/-, s&S)lib[n S[q trfY) pi. 25/-, rmib[n amZtlil G[liN) trfY) pi.21/-, rÆm)b[n 
a(VnBie Sih trfY) pi.21/- b[ ditiri[ trfY) pi.21/- an[ pi.10/-, S&s)lib[n g&Dkini pi]#i) sf)ni g&Dki 
an[ pi]#i jy[P g&Dki trfY) pi.11.25, ki[k)lib[n aSi[kBie Sih trfY) pi. 11/-, p&Opib[n BrtBie mh[ti 
trfY) pi. 11/-, Si>tib[n mild[ trfY) pi.10/-, m>gLib[n Sih trfY) pi.10/-, liB&Bie sviD)yi trfY) 
pi.10/-, (rhin p\t)k Sih trfY) pi. 10/-, Eºd)rib[n F)$BiE gliN) trfY) pi. 10/-, r>jnb[n hsm&KBie 
mh[ti trfY) pi. 10/- K&S)B[Tni mL[l C[. ai sv< ditiri[ni[ Bg)n) aiBir min[ C[. 
             ai S&B p\s>g[ amir) k>E B&l Ye hi[y k[ u>c[ avij[ bi[lie gy&  hi[y ti[ xmi krSi[. 
                                                     Bg)n) smijni jy ~) kZON an[ jy Jn[ºW          
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Navnat	Cultural	Classes	
(Registered	Charity	No.	288167)	

	
	

Sunday	Morning	Dance	and	Gujarati	Classes	

	

DANCE	WITH	RAKHI	SOOD	

Bollywood	for	Children	
11:30am	–	12:30pm	(Age	Group	up	to	12)	

Kathak	-	Intermediate	
12:30pm	–	1:30pm	(Mixed	Ages)	

 

Learn	Gujarati	
	

 
Intermediate/GCSE,	8-14	Years	

10:00	-11:30am	
Beginners,	4-7	Years	

10:15	-11:15am	
Every Sunday term time at:  

 
Navnat	Centre	

Printing	House	Lane	
Hayes	

Middlesex	
UB3	1AR	

	
 

	 DANCE	WITH	RAKHI	SOOD	

Rakhi	Sood	is	Classical	and	
Bollywood	trained	dance	
teacher	with	20	years	
experience	ranging	from	
Flamenco	to	Kathak,	
Bollywood	to	Bhangra,		Salsa	to	
Jazz		&		RnB	to	Street.	Rakhi’s	
choreography	has	no	bounds	
due	to	different	styles	of	dance	
that	she	has	trained	in.	

For	further	details	visit:	

www.navnat.com			
Email:	

bhavesh.vora@navnat.com	

(07954	412	655)	

ketan.adani@navnat.com	
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Navnat	Cultural	Sunday	Classes	–	Update	
	

Jai	Jinendra!	Welcome	to	our	Cultural	Sunday	Class	Update!		It’s	been	a	busy	with	
lots	going	on.			
Last	day	of	the	term	is	7th	July	2018.	
	
Gujarati:	
4	-7	Years	Class	–	Jayshreeben	is	very	happy	with	progress	of	this	age	group	classes.		
We	currently	have	3	students.		The	group	is	comfortable	in	recognizing	alphabets	
and	starting	to	form	words	and	sentence	in	both	writing	and	reading.	
	

8	-14	Years	Class	–	This	class	is	progressing	nicely.	Naliniben	is	pleased	with	the	progress	of	this	small	
class.		It	currently	has	4	Students.		The	class	is	working	and	accelerating	onto	SKLPC	Level	2	books	and	
looking	to	move	onto	next	stage.		The	group	is	aiming	to	get	to	GCSE	level	in	2	years	if	all	goes	well.	
	
Dance:	
Both	Bollywood	and	Kathak	Classes	are	performing	well.		Although	group	is	moderately	small,	
Bollywood	(6	students)	and	Kathak	(6	students),	the	girls	are	full	of	energy	and	performed	Bollywood	
dance	at	Indian	Gymkhana	(Osterley)	for	Holi	Festival	and	Bracknell	(End	of	Term	Show)	and	Classical	
Kathak	for	Arya	Samaj	(Southall)	during	Ganesh	Bhajan.			The	group	is	currently	working	on	end	of	
term	performance	to	be	taken	place	at	NC	on	7th	July	2018.		
	
Bracknell	Show		 	 	 											Indian	Gymkhana,	Osterley	

 
 
I	like	to	pass	my	thanks	to	Sunday	teachers	Jayshreeben,	Naliniben,	and	Rakhi	Sood		
	
Hooray	it’s	that	time	of	the	year	again,	yes;	“End	Of	Term	Show”.			
	
Rakhi	Sood	(School	of	Performing	Arts)	along	with	Navnat	are	presenting	the	end	of	term	show	
at	Navnat	Centre	on	Sat	7th	July	2018	from	1-3pm.	
It’s	a	wonderful	and	fun	showcase	with	students	that	learn	from	different	areas	from	Rakhi’s	School	
coming	together	to	put	together	mini	entertaining	showcase	of	dances	learnt	during	the	term.	
There	will	be	a	small	charge	to	cover	the	cost	of	catering.			
For	more	details	contact	Bhavesh	Vora	07954	412	655	or	email	bhavesh.vora@navnat.com	
Finally,	if	you	are	renewing	or	looking	to	start	then	please	let	us	know.	If	you	have	any	feedback	please	
email	us	on	weekendclass@navnat.com.	We	always	welcome	and	value	your	comments	and	
suggestions!	
	
	
Bhavesh Vora 
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8 NAVNAT   VADIL   MANDAL 
Navnat	Centre,	Printing	House	Lane,	Hayes,	UB3	1AR	

Subsidiary of Navnat UK Charity Registration No 288167 

Below is our newly elected committee for 2018/2019 
My community work started in 1978 In 1999 As I lost beloved wife made me to 
consider ways of improving the wellbeing and of feeling lonely, So I organise day 
trips, holidays, cultural, musical and activities. I have had the honour President 
of Navnat Vadil Mandal, committee member, Vice President and now re-elected 
to serve as President once again. I always seek to organise new and interesting 
activities, by listening to their needs  

Nalinbhai Udani President of Navnat Vadil Mandal  
   I was born in Zanzibar then Graduated at Bombay University. Arrived London 
   in 1976 and started my business as I have experience as St. Albans Parish Council  
   for 20 years and now Jain Social Group where I am president, After serving Vadil  
  Mandal as assistant secretary and now contribute to the Vice President and a     
  Kitchen Liaison Officer of the Mandal.  

Bharat H. Mehta, Vice President and Kitchen Liaison Officer of NVM 

 
I joined Navnat in 1979 to 2013 and served to Main body. And always involved 
in the Jain, and Hindu associations organising variety shows,plays, speed dating, 
graduation ceremony, acting Etc and my manifesto this year is to make everyone 
feel Navnat Centre as our home “આપ(ુ ંઘર”. My internal feeling is to help and my 

Moto to do duties without any rewards. This year I elected as Vadil Mandal as 
Gen Secretary fourth time and last time. 

Ramesh J. Shah Secretary of Navnat Vadil Mandal 
 

  Firstly, I would like to commend NVM and its EC in providing vital 
entertainment and support to the elderly in our community.  I qualified as a 
Chartered Certified Accountant in 1973.  I retired 4 years ago and served as 
Treasurer to NVA for one year. This will be my third year as Treasurer of NVM 
and now look forward to the new challenges of supporting the elderly in our 
community and managing the finances of the Mandal. 

Bhupen V. Vasa, Treasurer of Navnat Vadil Mandal 

Born and brought up in Uganda. Came to the UK in 1970.Held several posts in the 
National Union of Railwaymen. Bought a business in 1986 I was also involved in the 
local borough council in Crawley,secretary of Gurjar Hindu Union in Crawley. I was 
very much involved in the Hindu Temple in Crawley.I was a member of Hindu 
Association of Hastings. I have now moved to Rickmansworth so I have more time to 
devote to our community.  

Natubhai Mehta Assistant Secretary of the Navnat Vadil Mandal. 
I intend to give my services to the Vadil Mandal to the best of my ability. 
Born in India, brought up in Uganda and now settled in UK since 1970. 
I did my unto Secondary education in  Uganda, Pre-degree Science in India and 
BSc (Hons) Electrical Engineering Degree in Liverpool, UK. My hobbies include 
Technology, Sports and Music. I joined Navnat Vadil Mandal in 2012 and became 
a Committee Member in 2013. I have taken over Membership Secretary’s post in 
August 2015.This is my 6th year in the Committee and I hope to serve the Vadils  

Arvind N Mehta Membership Secretary of the Navnat Vadil Mandal. 
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I was born in India and came to Kenya and my primary education was in 
Kenya, and educated in Bombay and UK and qualified as accountant in 1963 an 
accountant and worked in east Africa until 1978I came to London from 1978 and 
worked as self-employed and retired in 2010 and joined in Navnat Vadil Mandal 
committee from 2009 to 2015 treasurer. I like to work and help community to the 
best of my ability 

Bhogilalbhai Rupani   Assistant treasurer of the Navnat Vadil Mandal 
 

In the past I have been the events coordinator. I would like to make the 
forthcoming year very enjoyable for NVM members, by providing a variety of 
programmes and whenever possible some activities and games. I look forward to 
working with the committee again. I have joint Vadil Mandal to keep myself 
occupied and offer myself as volunteer. I have worked with elderly people and  

     want to share my experience. 
Purnimaben H Meswani Programme coordinator of Navnat Vadil Mandal 

 
Induben Shah has been known over the years for her enthusiasm, energy and 
dedication to public and social service.In the past, she has served as a committee 
member for the Ladies Club in Uganda. Organised social events in Corby 
(Northamptonshire). She has also held committee posts in social organisations 
including Garba events in Corby Her future aspirations include continual 
involvement in social service, she has a natural like for people and is always 
willing to help  

Induben Shah Committee Member of  Navnat Vadil Mandal. 
 
I was born and educated in Mbeya, India and I was vice president of Overseas 
Students Organisation there. We came to UK in 1984 and I was in the Civil Service 
until I retired.I was one of the founder members of Nari Vrund and  Treasurer 
for many years. in South London and a committee member of Navnat Bhagini 
Samaj for 3 years a committee member in Navjivan Vadil Kendra for 3 years. I 
was also an active member of local Lions clubs.I have organised and written plays 
for Navnat Vadil Mandal. I have been a committee member for NVM for last   

    three years and would like to continue to serve to the best of my ability  
Bhadra Rajnikant Sheth Committee Member of  Navnat Vadil Mandal 

 
I was born in Mombasa Kenya and  India where I studied After marriage I moved 
to Rajkot India As my husband died I came to London in 2004 and settled in 
Wembley from 2004 My special interest is in singing and I have developed to my 
best capability in London UK.Joined Navnat Vadil Mandal in 2012 and I have re-
joined this year 2018 as committee member I would like to give my best what ever 
required 

Indiraben Kamdar Committee Member, Navnat Vadil Mandal. 
 

I am Chandulal Shah, born in Kenya. After my secondary education in Kenya. I 
came to UK I did a Fellowship in Haematology and attained a post of Head 
Biomedical Scientist for the last 13 years of my career. I have been retired for 
nearly 6 years. I was Membership Secretary for NVM. I like to assist  members 
in all aspects and take part in many events, especially entertaining our members 
e.g. playing bingo and organising quiz programmes. gym and outdoor games-thus 
member of NVA and NVM. I like to be a part of a team and I am thus a member  

     of the NVM EC. 
Chandulal Shah Member of NVM EC. Navnat Vadil Mandal 
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Volunteers Dinner

Tel: 020 8150 7565    Email: info@oakdalefinancialservices.co.uk 

www.oakdalefinancialservices.co.uk

For further details or to reserve a place at one of our  
educational seminars, please contact us at:

WE LOOK FORWARD TO MEETING YOU AT ONE OF OUR SEMINARS.

Please find a list of our forthcoming educational seminars.

2018 EDUCATIONAL SEMINAR DATES

Date Time Venue Topic Speaker

Wednesday 
16 May

7pm - 9.30pm

Devonshire House, 
582 Honeypot Lane, 
Stanmore, Middlesex, 

HA7 1JS

Insights into 
Inheritance Tax 

Planning
Ravi Maniar

Tuesday  
22 May

7pm - 9.30pm

Stanmore Golf Club, 
29 Gordon Avenue, 

Stanmore, Middlesex, 
HA7 2RL

Insights into 
Inheritance Tax 

Planning
Dipesh shah

Wednesday 
23 May

4pm - 6pm

Foresight Group, The 
Shard, 32 London 

Bridge Street, London, 
SE1 9SG

Insights into 
Inheritance Tax 

Planning
Dipesh Shah

Thursday 

24 May
7pm - 9.30pm

Devonshire House, 
582 Honeypot Lane, 
Stanmore, Middlesex, 

HA7 1JS

Intergenerational 
Mortgages

Karan Trikha

Saturday  
26 May

10am - 12pm

Devonshire House, 
582 Honeypot Lane, 
Stanmore, Middlesex, 

HA7 1JS

Insights into 
Inheritance Tax 

Planning
Ravi Maniar

The Partner Practice represents only St. James’s Place Wealth Management plc (which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority) for the purpose 

of advising solely on the Group’s wealth management products and services, more details of which are set out on the Group’s website www.sjp.co.uk/products. The 

‘St. James’s Place Partnership’and the titles ‘Partner’ and ‘Partner Practice’ are marketing terms used to describe St. James’s Place representatives.

H2SJP28499 03/18

The home on which the mortgage is secured may be repossessed if repayments are not maintained.

ADVERTISING FEATURE

Investment Planning   •   Protecting you & your Estate   •   Retirement Planning   •   Mortgages

OAKDALE FINANCIAL 
SERVICES LTD
Welcome to Oakdale Financial Services Ltd, 
wealth management specialists serving the 
financial planning needs of individuals, families 
and businesses. Our philosophy focusses on 
maintaining a long-term and trusted relationship 
with our clients. Our core services include:

Tel: 020 8150 7565   Mob: 07960 568644   
Email: dipesh.shah@sjpp.co.uk

Mr Dipesh Shah DipPFS, MSc, BA �Hons�

INSIGHTS INTO  
INHERITANCE TAX 
PLANNING
Britain has some of the highest death duties of 
any country1. Beneficiaries have to pay 40� tax 
on each extra pound that is inherited above the 
nil-rate band of �325,000 ��650,000 for married 
couples or civil partners�. Yet the Conservative 
government has long promised to reform these 
so-called �death duties�. In October 2007 the 
then shadow chancellor George Osborne 
announced that, if a Conservative government 
came to power, it would raise the Inheritance 
�IHT� threshold to �1 million. However, the 
new government�s first Budget in June 2010 did 
not contain any such proposal and, over the 
five-year parliamentary term, the tax was left 
largely unchanged. Conse�uently, the former 
chancellor announced that, from April 2017, a 
new dedicated tax-free allowance, then called 
the �main residence nil-rate band�, would 
be introduced to specifically help protect a 
residence from IHT.

Standing by
The new allowance is totally separate from the 
existing nil-rate band, as it will only apply on 
transfers of a residence to direct descendants. 
It began its phasing in at �100,000 from 
April 2017, increasing in �25,000 increments 
annually to �175,000 in 2020�21. From then 
on, it will increase each year in line with the 
Consumer Prices Index.

Like the existing nil-rate band, any unused 
fraction of the new allowance may be transferred 
to a surviving spouse or civil partner. Given this 
option, a couple could potentially have a total 
IHT tax-free limit of �1 million from 2020�21. 

However, the rules are not straightforward 
and not everyone will gain. While the new 
allowance is consistent with the government�s 
pledge to take most family homes out of IHT, 
it�s also consistent with the former chancellor�s 
fondness for finding complex solutions to simple 
problems. For example, the new allowance 
only applies to a residence that is passed to 
children and grandchildren �including adopted, 
foster and step children�, not to other family 
members. So those who do not have children 
cannot benefit from an increased allowance. 
What is more, unmarried partners cannot pass 
nil-rate bands to each other, meaning they can 
only have one �325,000 nilrate band, and one 
�175,000 residence nil-rate band by 2020�21. 
This gives those individuals a maximum total 
allowance of �500,000.

Furthermore, the allowance is progressively 
withdrawn once an estate tops �2 million �after 
deducting any liabilities, but before reliefs and 
exemptions such as Business Relief�. The rate 
of withdrawal is �1 for every �2 over the �2 
million limit. Thus an estate worth �2.2 million 
in 2017�18 will have no residence allowance 
at all. There will be many people who will be 
unable to take full, or indeed any, advantage of 
the additional allowance. For these individuals, 
lifetime gifting, trusts, charitable giving and 
other allowances will remain vital components 
of estate planning.

The levels and bases of taxation, and reliefs 
from taxation, can change at any time. The 
value of any tax relief depends on individual 
circumstances.

Trusts are not regulated by the Financial 
Conduct Authority.

1www.taxfoundation.org, March 2015
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24/07/2018
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Insights into 
Inheritance Tax 
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Dipesh Shah, 
Company Director, 
Oakdale Finanical  

Services Ltd
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25/07/2018
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W1F 9JG

Insights into 
Inheritance Tax 

Planning

Dipesh Shah, 
Company Director, 
Oakdale Finanical  

Services Ltd

Thursday 
26/07/2018

7.00pm – 9.30pm

Devonshire House, 
582 Honeypot Lane, 
Stanmore, Middlesex, 

HA7 1JS

Intergenerational 
Mortgages

Karan Trikha, Financial 
Adviser, Oakdale 

Finanical Services Ltd

Saturday 
28/07/2018 

10.00am – 12.00noon

Devonshire House, 
582 Honeypot Lane, 
Stanmore, Middlesex, 

HA7 1JS

Tax Efficient 
Investment 
Planning

Ravi Maniar, Financial 
Adviser, Oakdale 

Finanical Services Ltd

Thursday
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2018 EDUCATIONAL SEMINAR DATES

Date Time Venue Topic Speaker

Wednesday 
16 May

7pm - 9.30pm

Devonshire House, 
582 Honeypot Lane, 
Stanmore, Middlesex, 

HA7 1JS

Insights into 
Inheritance Tax 

Planning
Ravi Maniar

Tuesday  
22 May

7pm - 9.30pm

Stanmore Golf Club, 
29 Gordon Avenue, 

Stanmore, Middlesex, 
HA7 2RL

Insights into 
Inheritance Tax 

Planning
Dipesh shah

Wednesday 
23 May

4pm - 6pm

Foresight Group, The 
Shard, 32 London 

Bridge Street, London, 
SE1 9SG

Insights into 
Inheritance Tax 

Planning
Dipesh Shah

Thursday 

24 May
7pm - 9.30pm

Devonshire House, 
582 Honeypot Lane, 
Stanmore, Middlesex, 

HA7 1JS

Intergenerational 
Mortgages

Karan Trikha

Saturday  
26 May

10am - 12pm

Devonshire House, 
582 Honeypot Lane, 
Stanmore, Middlesex, 

HA7 1JS

Insights into 
Inheritance Tax 

Planning
Ravi Maniar
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INSIGHTS INTO  
INHERITANCE TAX 
PLANNING
Britain has some of the highest death duties of 
any country1. Beneficiaries have to pay 40� tax 
on each extra pound that is inherited above the 
nil-rate band of �325,000 ��650,000 for married 
couples or civil partners�. Yet the Conservative 
government has long promised to reform these 
so-called �death duties�. In October 2007 the 
then shadow chancellor George Osborne 
announced that, if a Conservative government 
came to power, it would raise the Inheritance 
�IHT� threshold to �1 million. However, the 
new government�s first Budget in June 2010 did 
not contain any such proposal and, over the 
five-year parliamentary term, the tax was left 
largely unchanged. Conse�uently, the former 
chancellor announced that, from April 2017, a 
new dedicated tax-free allowance, then called 
the �main residence nil-rate band�, would 
be introduced to specifically help protect a 
residence from IHT.

Standing by
The new allowance is totally separate from the 
existing nil-rate band, as it will only apply on 
transfers of a residence to direct descendants. 
It began its phasing in at �100,000 from 
April 2017, increasing in �25,000 increments 
annually to �175,000 in 2020�21. From then 
on, it will increase each year in line with the 
Consumer Prices Index.

Like the existing nil-rate band, any unused 
fraction of the new allowance may be transferred 
to a surviving spouse or civil partner. Given this 
option, a couple could potentially have a total 
IHT tax-free limit of �1 million from 2020�21. 

However, the rules are not straightforward 
and not everyone will gain. While the new 
allowance is consistent with the government�s 
pledge to take most family homes out of IHT, 
it�s also consistent with the former chancellor�s 
fondness for finding complex solutions to simple 
problems. For example, the new allowance 
only applies to a residence that is passed to 
children and grandchildren �including adopted, 
foster and step children�, not to other family 
members. So those who do not have children 
cannot benefit from an increased allowance. 
What is more, unmarried partners cannot pass 
nil-rate bands to each other, meaning they can 
only have one �325,000 nilrate band, and one 
�175,000 residence nil-rate band by 2020�21. 
This gives those individuals a maximum total 
allowance of �500,000.

Furthermore, the allowance is progressively 
withdrawn once an estate tops �2 million �after 
deducting any liabilities, but before reliefs and 
exemptions such as Business Relief�. The rate 
of withdrawal is �1 for every �2 over the �2 
million limit. Thus an estate worth �2.2 million 
in 2017�18 will have no residence allowance 
at all. There will be many people who will be 
unable to take full, or indeed any, advantage of 
the additional allowance. For these individuals, 
lifetime gifting, trusts, charitable giving and 
other allowances will remain vital components 
of estate planning.

The levels and bases of taxation, and reliefs 
from taxation, can change at any time. The 
value of any tax relief depends on individual 
circumstances.

Trusts are not regulated by the Financial 
Conduct Authority.

1www.taxfoundation.org, March 2015
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7pm - 9.30pm

Devonshire House, 
582 Honeypot Lane, 
Stanmore, Middlesex, 

HA7 1JS

Insights into 
Inheritance Tax 

Planning
Ravi Maniar
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7pm - 9.30pm
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29 Gordon Avenue, 
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HA7 2RL

Insights into 
Inheritance Tax 
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Dipesh shah

Wednesday 
23 May

4pm - 6pm

Foresight Group, The 
Shard, 32 London 

Bridge Street, London, 
SE1 9SG

Insights into 
Inheritance Tax 

Planning
Dipesh Shah

Thursday 

24 May
7pm - 9.30pm

Devonshire House, 
582 Honeypot Lane, 
Stanmore, Middlesex, 

HA7 1JS
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Mortgages

Karan Trikha
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Planning
Ravi Maniar
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Welcome to Oakdale Financial Services Ltd, 
wealth management specialists serving the 
financial planning needs of individuals, families 
and businesses. Our philosophy focusses on 
maintaining a long-term and trusted relationship 
with our clients. Our core services include:

Tel: 020 8150 7565   Mob: 07960 568644   
Email: dipesh.shah@sjpp.co.uk

Mr Dipesh Shah DipPFS, MSc, BA �Hons�

INSIGHTS INTO  
INHERITANCE TAX 
PLANNING
Britain has some of the highest death duties of 
any country1. Beneficiaries have to pay 40� tax 
on each extra pound that is inherited above the 
nil-rate band of �325,000 ��650,000 for married 
couples or civil partners�. Yet the Conservative 
government has long promised to reform these 
so-called �death duties�. In October 2007 the 
then shadow chancellor George Osborne 
announced that, if a Conservative government 
came to power, it would raise the Inheritance 
�IHT� threshold to �1 million. However, the 
new government�s first Budget in June 2010 did 
not contain any such proposal and, over the 
five-year parliamentary term, the tax was left 
largely unchanged. Conse�uently, the former 
chancellor announced that, from April 2017, a 
new dedicated tax-free allowance, then called 
the �main residence nil-rate band�, would 
be introduced to specifically help protect a 
residence from IHT.

Standing by
The new allowance is totally separate from the 
existing nil-rate band, as it will only apply on 
transfers of a residence to direct descendants. 
It began its phasing in at �100,000 from 
April 2017, increasing in �25,000 increments 
annually to �175,000 in 2020�21. From then 
on, it will increase each year in line with the 
Consumer Prices Index.

Like the existing nil-rate band, any unused 
fraction of the new allowance may be transferred 
to a surviving spouse or civil partner. Given this 
option, a couple could potentially have a total 
IHT tax-free limit of �1 million from 2020�21. 

However, the rules are not straightforward 
and not everyone will gain. While the new 
allowance is consistent with the government�s 
pledge to take most family homes out of IHT, 
it�s also consistent with the former chancellor�s 
fondness for finding complex solutions to simple 
problems. For example, the new allowance 
only applies to a residence that is passed to 
children and grandchildren �including adopted, 
foster and step children�, not to other family 
members. So those who do not have children 
cannot benefit from an increased allowance. 
What is more, unmarried partners cannot pass 
nil-rate bands to each other, meaning they can 
only have one �325,000 nilrate band, and one 
�175,000 residence nil-rate band by 2020�21. 
This gives those individuals a maximum total 
allowance of �500,000.

Furthermore, the allowance is progressively 
withdrawn once an estate tops �2 million �after 
deducting any liabilities, but before reliefs and 
exemptions such as Business Relief�. The rate 
of withdrawal is �1 for every �2 over the �2 
million limit. Thus an estate worth �2.2 million 
in 2017�18 will have no residence allowance 
at all. There will be many people who will be 
unable to take full, or indeed any, advantage of 
the additional allowance. For these individuals, 
lifetime gifting, trusts, charitable giving and 
other allowances will remain vital components 
of estate planning.

The levels and bases of taxation, and reliefs 
from taxation, can change at any time. The 
value of any tax relief depends on individual 
circumstances.

Trusts are not regulated by the Financial 
Conduct Authority.

1www.taxfoundation.org, March 2015
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16 May
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Insights into 
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Ravi Maniar
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22 May
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Email: dipesh.shah@sjpp.co.uk

Mr Dipesh Shah �ipPFS, �Sc, BA �Hons�

INSIGHTS INTO  
INHERITANCE TAX 
PLANNING
Britain has some of the highest death duties of 
any country1. Beneficiaries have to pay �0� tax 
on each extra pound that is inherited above the 
nil-rate band of ��2�,000 ����0,000 for married 
couples or civil partners�. �et the Conservative 
government has long promised to reform these 
so-called �death duties�. In October 2007 the 
then shadow chancellor George Osborne 
announced that, if a Conservative government 
came to power, it would raise the Inheritance 
�IHT� threshold to �1 million. However, the 
new government�s first Budget in �une 2010 did 
not contain any such proposal and, over the 
five-year parliamentary term, the tax was left 
largely unchanged. Conse�uently, the former 
chancellor announced that, from April 2017, a 
new dedicated tax-free allowance, then called 
the �main residence nil-rate band�, would 
be introduced to specifically help protect a 
residence from IHT.

Standing by
The new allowance is totally separate from the 
existing nil-rate band, as it will only apply on 
transfers of a residence to direct descendants. 
It began its phasing in at �100,000 from 
April 2017, increasing in �2�,000 increments 
annually to �17�,000 in 2020�21. From then 
on, it will increase each year in line with the 
Consumer Prices Index.

Like the existing nil-rate band, any unused 
fraction of the new allowance may be transferred 
to a surviving spouse or civil partner. Given this 
option, a couple could potentially have a total 
IHT tax-free limit of �1 million from 2020�21. 

However, the rules are not straightforward 
and not everyone will gain. While the new 
allowance is consistent with the government�s 
pledge to take most family homes out of IHT, 
it�s also consistent with the former chancellor�s 
fondness for finding complex solutions to simple 
problems. For example, the new allowance 
only applies to a residence that is passed to 
children and grandchildren �including adopted, 
foster and step children�, not to other family 
members. So those who do not have children 
cannot benefit from an increased allowance. 
What is more, unmarried partners cannot pass 
nil-rate bands to each other, meaning they can 
only have one ��2�,000 nilrate band, and one 
�17�,000 residence nil-rate band by 2020�21. 
This gives those individuals a maximum total 
allowance of ��00,000.

Furthermore, the allowance is progressively 
withdrawn once an estate tops �2 million �after 
deducting any liabilities, but before reliefs and 
exemptions such as Business �elief�. The rate 
of withdrawal is �1 for every �2 over the �2 
million limit. Thus an estate worth �2.2 million 
in 2017�1� will have no residence allowance 
at all. There will be many people who will be 
unable to take full, or indeed any, advantage of 
the additional allowance. For these individuals, 
lifetime gifting, trusts, charitable giving and 
other allowances will remain vital components 
of estate planning.

The levels and bases of taxation, and reliefs 
from taxation, can change at any time. The 
value of any tax relief depends on individual 
circumstances.

Trusts are not regulated by the Financial 
Conduct Authority.

1www.taxfoundation.org, March 2015

INSIGHTS INTO  
INHERITANCE TAX 
PLANNING
Britain has some of the highest death duties of 
any country1. Beneficiaries have to pay 40% tax 
on each extra pound that is inherited above the 
nil-rate band of £325,000 (£650,000 for married 
couples or civil partners). Yet the Conservative 
government has long promised to reform these 
so-called ‘death duties’. In October 2007 the 
then shadow chancellor George Osborne 
announced that, if a Conservative government 
came to power, it would raise the Inheritance 
Tax (IHT) threshold to £1 million. However, the 
new government’s first Budget in June 2010 did 
not contain any such proposal and, over the 
five-year parliamentary term, the tax was left 
largely unchanged. Consequently, the former 
chancellor announced that, from April 2017, a 
new dedicated tax-free allowance, then called 
the ‘main residence nil-rate band’, would 
be introduced to specifically help protect a 
residence from IHT.

Standing by

The new allowance is totally separate from the 
existing nil-rate band, as it will only apply on 
transfers of a residence to direct descendants. 
It began its phasing in at £100,000 from 
April 2017, increasing in £25,000 increments 
annually to £175,000 in 2020/21. From then 
on, it will increase each year in line with the 
Consumer Prices Index.

Like the existing nil-rate band, any unused 
fraction of the new allowance may be transferred 
to a surviving spouse or civil partner. Given this 
option, a couple could potentially have a total 
IHT tax-free limit of £1 million from 2020/21.

However, the rules are not straightforward 
and not everyone will gain. While the new 
allowance is consistent with the government’s 
pledge to take most family homes out of IHT, 
it’s also consistent with the former chancellor’s 
fondness for finding complex solutions to simple 
problems. For example, the new allowance 
only applies to a residence that is passed to 
children and grandchildren (including adopted, 
foster and step children), not to other family 
members. So those who do not have children 
cannot benefit from an increased allowance. 
What is more, unmarried partners cannot pass 
nil-rate bands to each other, meaning they can 
only have one £325,000 nilrate band, and one 
£175,000 residence nil-rate band by 2020/21. 
This gives those individuals a maximum total 
allowance of £500,000.

Furthermore, the allowance is progressively 
withdrawn once an estate tops £2 million (after 
deducting any liabilities, but before reliefs and 
exemptions such as Business Relief). The rate 
of withdrawal is £1 for every £2 over the £2 
million limit. Thus an estate worth £2.5 million 
in 2018/19 will have no residence allowance 
at all. There will be many people who will be 
unable to take full, or indeed any, advantage of 
the additional allowance. For these individuals, 
lifetime gifting, trusts, charitable giving and 
other allowances will remain vital components 
of estate planning.

The levels and bases of taxation, and reliefs 
from taxation, can change at any time. The 
value of any tax relief depends on individual 
circumstances.

Trusts are not regulated by the Financial 
Conduct Authority.

1www.taxfoundation.org, March 2015
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નવનાત જલસા ગ્રુપમાાં મે માસમાાં ઘણા સુાંદર 
કાર્યક્રમો ર્ોજાર્ા. ઉનાળો પણ રાંગમાાં છે, સૂરજદેવ 
પણ જલસાગ્રુપમાાં જલસા કરવા બે અઠવાડિર્ા 
આવ્ર્ા હતા.જુઓ બધા કેવા આનાંદે છે! દરેક 
સભ્ર્ના ચહેરા પર આનાંદ ઝળકે છે. લીંબુચમચી, 
ખો ખો, દિાની રમતો, છૂટપીઠ, પતાંગ શોખીનોએ 
પતાંગ ઊિાડ્ર્ા,તો કોઈ આપણાાં નવનાતના વવશાળ 
મેદાનમાાં ચાલવા ગર્ા. શરીરની તાંદુરસ્તીનુાં ધ્ર્ાન 

રાખવુાં તે પણ  અત્ર્ાંત જરૂરી છે ડદવ્ર્ા બહેને ખુલ્લી હવામાાં ર્ોગ અને હાસ્ર્ ર્ોગ કરાવ્ર્ા. 
જ્ઞાન મુદ્રા,વારુ્ મુદ્રા,શૂન્ર્ મુદ્રા,પૃથ્વી મુદ્રા, પ્રાણ મુદ્રાઓ અને તેનાથી થતાાં  ફાર્દાઓ સમજાવ્ર્ા.  

 
 ટકે્ષ,સલે્ફટકે્ષ આ મુદ્દો ગાંભીર વવષર્ છે. આ વવશે જાણકારી હોવી જરુરી છે. આપણાાં ઘણાાં વિીલોને ભાષાના     
અભાવે કે કર્ાાંથી માવહતી મેળવવી તે જાણતા ન હોર્ તેથી મુાંજવણ અનુભવે. વતાયમાન કે  ભવવષ્ર્માાં જે 
આર્થયક લાભો મળવા જોઈએ તે પૂરતા ના મળી શકે. સાધનાબહેને ખૂબ  સાદી અને સરળ ભાષામાાં આ મુદ્દા 
પર પ્રકાશ પાડ્ર્ો. 

આપણી સાંસ્કતૃી કમે ભલૂાર્? પવવત્ર 
પરષોત્તમ મવહનો હોવાથી વૈષ્ણવ 
સભ્ર્ોની ઈચ્છા અનુસાર      
આનાંદ,ઉત્સાહ અને સહર્ોગથી 
ચુાંદિી અને કેરી મનોરથ કર્ો. જેઓ  
નહોતા જાણતા એમને ધણાં શીખવા 
મળરુ્ાં. ઘણી બહેનોએ રાંગાબેરાંગી 
ચુાંદિી ર્મુનામાતાને ઓઢાિી 

 

 

 

અન્ન દેવતાન ેભૂલી ગર્ા! નાઆ આ... !  કેમ ભૂલાર્! અમારી વહાલી ડકચન કવમટીએ ગરમાગરમ રોટલા 
કઢી, શાક, ખીચિી, ભેળ, ખીચુ, શીખાંિ, પૂરી, ભજીર્ા જેવી અનેક વાનગીઓ પ્રેમથી જમાિી. ગરમીમાાં ઠાંિા 
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થવા પીધેલ શાનદાર વમલ્કશેક!આહા હા!!!   

 
આપણાાં  નવનાત જલસા ગ્રુપે જેમને  ઈચ્છા હોર્ તેમને ટેકનોલોજી માટે તૈર્ાર કરવા કમ્પુટર  કોસય પણ શરૂ કર્ો છે જે ESOL ની 
ટીમ કરાવે છે અને તે ફ્રી છે.                            
ભોજના દાતા  
ઈનાબેન વમનેષભાઈ  પારેખનુાં નામ શરતચૂકથી અવપ્રલ માસના ભોજનનાદાતા વવશેની માવહતી આપવાની રહી ગએલ. 

 

 ઈનાબને મમાંનષેભાઈ  પારખે અને –- 

વમનષેભાઈના વપતાની  પુણ્ર્વતથી  
વનવમત્તે  
 રાંજબનેબને  સુરદે્રભાઈ શાહ.  - તેમના 
સુપુત્ર અનુજ શાહના લગ્ન વનવમત્તે.  

મનોરથના ભોજનના દાતાઓ- જર્શ્રી શાહ,જ્ર્ોતીશાહ, કૌશલ્ર્ા ગાાંધી, કોકીલા ગાાંધી, ગીતા શાહ, ઈના પારેખ, તૃપ્તી પારેખ, 

જાગૃતી દેસાઈ, રશ્મી શાહ, જાગૃતી ગાાંધી, ભારતી ભગત, વવનતા પારેખ, નીના બખાઈ, અરુણા શાહ.   

અન્ર્ દાતાઓ  
£51.00   પલ્લવીબને અન ેનટભુાઈ – પલ્લવીબેનના જન્મડદવસ વનવમત્ત ે
£30.00    તારાબને જોગી - જન્મડદવસ વનવમત્ત ે
£30.00    શોભનાબને વસાંતલાલ પારખે - જન્મડદવસ વનવમત્ત ે
£21.00    શોભનાબને શાહ – પૌત્રીના જન્મડદવસ વનવમત્તે  
£21.00    રસ્મીબને શાહ – પતુ્ર જતીનના  જન્મડદવસ વનવમત્ત ે
£21.00    ભાવના વશરીષ દસેાઈ -  ભાવનાના  જન્મડદવસ વનવમત્તે   
£21.00   અરવીંદભાઈ અન ેકમુદુબહને મહતેા  પૌત્રીના દાદા દાદી બનવા બદલ ખુશી ભેટ 
£21.00   હસ્મીતાબને દોષી  - (તેમના પતુ્ર વીરલ દોષીને એકસેલન્સી ઈન કલીવનકલ એવોિય.)  
£ 11.00   પ્રમેલતાબને  (બા)  - તેમના 99 મા જન્મ ડદવસ વનવમત્તે 
£ 11.00   જાગતૃી દસેાઈ – વિીલ સસરાના જન્મ ડદવસ વનવમત્તે 
 

મે મવહનામાાં નવી  કવમટીની રચના થઈ. એના  વવશેની જાણકારી બાજુની કોલમમાાંથી મળી રહેશે. આપ સહુના આવશવાયદ, સાથ-
સહકાર અને નવા નવા સૂચનોથી આપણાાં સહુના લાિીલા જલસા ગ્રુપને આગળ વધારવા અમો સહુ ખભે ખભા વમલાવી મહેનત 
કરીશુાં. સહુના સહકાર બદલ અાંત:કરણ પૂવયક આભાર અને આવો જ સાથ  આપતા રહેશોની આશા સાથે  

સવે કવમટીના  જર્ વશ્ર ડક્રષ્ણ,જર્ વજનેન્દ્ર   
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Jain Faith
JJaaiinn  FFaaiitthh  

             (Most of the contents are from the book “Tattwartha Sutra” - a publication by International Sacred 
Literature Trust translated by Nathmal Tatia. Some contents and the notes are from Dr. H Sanghrajka’s lectures 
on this book. They are published here for readers to understand JJaaiinn  FFaaiitthh and the importance and meaning of 
Festival  “Paryushan”- Jayman Mehta) 
 
            Jainism is one of the three most ancient Indian religious traditions still in existence and has recently spread 
over English speaking and European countries.  Followers of Jainism are called “Jains”.  Because of the belief in 
non-violence towards all beings and spiritual practice, the image of Jain as a person of peace and goodwill is 
imprinted on the Indian psyche.       
                                                                 
            Jainism does not fall under the broad umbrella of Hindu traditions. It is a non-theistic religion with its own 
sacred texts.  “Spiritual Victors” (24 Tirthankars) are their guide to the Spiritual Path. The “Jinas” are the human 
teachers who have “infinite knowledge” and preached the doctrine that there is eternal liberation from worldly 
suffering when the bond of spiritual ignorance is broken. 
           WHO IS  “JAIN”?  (or JAINAS  pronounced as  Jain). 
           JAINA or JAINS means the follower of Jina, the spiritual victors. 
 
           Jains believe that 24 Tirthankars appear in each ascending and descending half of the time cycle, have done 
so from the beginningless time, and will continue to do so forever. Their teachings are neither received through 
divine revelation nor manifested through some inherent magical power.  Mahavira, the most recent JINA, lived in 
the sixth century BCE in northern India. Mahavir who attained infinite knowledge and preached the doctrine that 
there is eternal liberation from worldly suffering when bonds of spiritual ignorance are broken, was the last of 24 
tirthankars or Jinas of present time cycle. Today, over 2500 years later, his life and teachings continue to provide 
instruction and inspiration for Jains in India and abroad in their daily life. 
 
            Jain Practice : Jainism is inspired with emotional commitments to self-reliance.  Soul struggles to free itself 
from its beginningless  worldly bondage and neither Fate nor Gods are at hand to assist, neither Jina can help. Jina 
preaches that the soul has always been impure through its entanglement with the material world, just as a seam 
of gold has always been embedded in the rock where it is found. Following the logic of analogy, absolute 
purification may be achieved if the proper refining method is applied.  No other religion or tradition has described 
the precise mechanism of “Karmic” bondage and release from that bondage. It mentions the rewards and 
retributions of the Karma as a part of unequivocal physical law of the universe. “Karma” itself is actual Matter, 
rather than the sort of quasi-physical or psychological element. 
             This theory of “Rewards & Retributions” of the Karma particles attached to soul is explained by highly 
sophisticated analysis of various types of material Karma. It not only shows the path to liberation but how to 
liberate the soul from the life cycle. Jain activities are laid down for monks and their lay followers. Even the lay 
discipline is far stricter than in most other religious communities.   
             The degree of person’s advancements on the spiritual path is indicated by the religious practises which are 
undertaken, particularly those involving various self-imposed restrains. There are “Minor Wows” -Anuvrata for lay 
persons and Great Wows- Mahavrat for ascetics. To abstain from violence is the fundamental vow of Jainism from 
which follow the other vows, to abstain from falsehood, theft, carnality and possessiveness. Great importance has 
been attached to non-violence. 
           
   Jain Activities:  Six essential observances -     
             There are six activities a jain lay person must follow for the personal advancements on spiritual path.  
            The knowledge of six substances and nine elements is not enough. It needs to be put to practice. What is 
the use of the knowledge if it is not practiced? This brings us to the concept of six essentials. Any activities of 
mind, speech and body helping the soul to eliminate its inner weaknesses such as anger, ego, deceit, greed are 
Jain Activities.   
               Knowledge of jain scripts and study of verses (sutras) both are important. Individually none is helpful. To 
have only the knowledge is like a person just wearing a hat and no clothes. He will look ridiculous in the public. 
Jainism advocates observance of six essentials. Every Jain practices it, if not every day, at least once a year. This 
annual rituals  (Paryushan) give them opportunity to shred the old karmic dust and take wows and try to stop the 
influx of the new one boding with the soul. Every one requests each other to forgive them for any harmful actions 
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Jain Faith
of their mind speech or body. They request all the souls in the universe to pardon them if knowingly or 
unknowingly they have harmed them. This is the heart of all the Jain Activities. 
 
What are Jain Activities?   
                          Samyik (State of equanimity), Chauvisattho (Prayers to 24 Tirthankars), Vandana (Devotion to 
ascetics), Pratikraman (to repent past wrong thoughts and deeds), Kayotsarga (non attachment to body for a 
length of time) and Pachchakhan (restrictions on food and drink for a period of time to discipline the body) are six 
essential activities. 
                          Jainism gives importance to these six essential activities. These observances are suggested twice 
daily, mornings and evenings, to stop new karmic dust bonding with the soul and to shred the old ones attached 
to the soul. 
                         (1) Samayik: To remain calm and undisturbed in the state of equanimity for 48 minutes. Wow is 
taken to keep away from the normal activities of the life and stay in the   state of equanimity for that period of 
time. All the activities of mind, speech and body are directed towards the purification of the soul. Quite 
surrounding, stable physical and mental position, prayers, study of holy verses and meditation are tools used to 
keep control over the activities of mind, body and speech.  
 
                         (2) Chauvisattho: Prayers to 24 Tirthankars. They all are our guide as they have conquered their 
inner enemies and achieved their goal, salvation. Prayers are done to appreciate their virtues and for showing the 
path to salvation. Prayers help to develop faith in those who re-established and preached the religion before they 
left their body. 
                        (There are always only 24 Tirthankars in any one era. The planetary position where all seven planets 
are at their highest position occurs only 24 times in any one era/period of time.) 
 
                         (3) Vandana: Devotion to ascetics. Songs of praise and worship the idols of ‘Jina’ in the temples. 
Author of ‘Panchaasak’ Haribhadrasuri prays and describes in fifty verses the manner in which one should severe 
in self discipline while praying in front of the idols of Tirthankars in the temple. It describes the posture, mental 
attitude, tones & tunes of the prayers, verses and composition of words, thoughts and spheres of action while 
praying. 
 
                          (4) Pratikraman: To repent the past wrong thoughts and deeds. ‘Pratikraman’ means about turn. 
Stop those activities attracting karmic dust and repent the past wrong doings. Pratikraman means to turnaround 
from doing unethical activities and follow the Mahavir’s path leading to eternity.   
                           The soul plays the game of snakes and ladder and goes up and down the places in the universe. 
Good Karmas put him on the step up the ladder. He progresses on the path to eternity. Bad Karmas bring him 
down and push back to the worst places like hells. 
                           Pratikraman is a jewel in the crown of Jain Activities. Soul’s position in the universe is shown as a 
point on the chart of 14 stages of his progress towards eternity. Pratikraman means to return. If the soul is 
pushed down the ladder because of his bad activities collecting more karmic dust, he can return to his lost 
position by performing activities  of ‘Pratikraman’ to shred those karmic dust and purify his soul.   
                        Jain philosophy says that only to have the knowledge, is like a person wearing a hat and no clothes. 
Knowledge has to be put to practise. It is of no use to the soul, unless put to practice. For the purification of the 
soul Jain Activity is essential and ‘Pratikraman’ is on the top of the list. It is recommended to observe twice daily; 
mornings and evenings. Essence of  ‘Praticraman’ is asking all living souls in the universe to forgive for any 
activities done, knowingly or unknowingly though this body, mind or speech which may have caused them any 
harm or hurt their feelings. Non violence is the heart of Jainism. 
 
                        How is this activity of ‘Pratikraman’ performed? 
                          First is taking vow to remain calm and undisturbed in the state of equanimity. Vows are taken in 
presence of a head of the Jain monks. (In his absent, holy book is placed in front as an idol). Then effort is made to 
detach oneself from worldly activities and concentrate on the thoughts about the salvation of the soul.  
                           Once thoughts are under control, mind is focused on activities such as prayers asking for pardon 
and permission to make necessary movements during meditation. Respect is showed in words and phrases to 
those who are spiritual guide. Prayers are offered to great souls who have achieved salvation. Help and guidance 
is requested to those spiritually supreme.  
                            Then there is the heart of the activity, forgiveness. There are 8.4 millions places in the universe 
where souls live in different type, shapes and sizes of the bodies. They all are addressed to forgive if they were 
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harmed intentionally or unintentionally in any way, at any time and at any place during the soul’s journeys in the 
universe. 
                            Vows are taken to control eating and drinking during a period of time, mainly from evening till 
next morning. Regular fasting is observed without consumption of food for thirty six hours (Previous Night, day 
and another night). 
                             At the end prayers are offered to express joy that the activity was completed without any 
disturbance and the spiritually supreme been asked for the spiritual help and pass the rest of the day in Jain 
activities. 
                              5) Kayotsarga: The ultimate internal austerity, where the activities of the body, speech and mind 
are withdrawn. This does not mean to give up this body but to remain calm and undisturbed in the state of 
equanimity. First the movement of the body is controlled. The efforts are made to detach oneself from the love 
and affections towards all worldly possessions. Then the speech is brought under control. The body is fixed in a 
position of a posture (sitting or standing) and kept still. The speech is controlled by way of complete silence. Once 
the body and the speech are under control, mind is focused on the thoughts about the salvation of the soul. The 
aim is to stop other activities of the mind and feel the presence of the inner energy, the soul. This is a practical 
approach to experience that the soul and the body are separate entity. If this body is not ‘I’ then who am I? What 
am I? Where am I? Thus the search goes on through the meditation.  
 
                              6) Pachchkhan:  Restriction on consumption of food and drink for a definite period of time. It is 
solemn oath taken to stick to the promise given to oneself about the restrictions on                                                    
consumption of food and drink for a period of time, especially at night till next morning, or fasting for a day. 
(Fasting is observed for night, next day and next night till next morning.) 
 
                              
 
 
 
             

 
 
              

BBhhaaggiinnii  FFUUNN  DDAAYY--  1144..0044..1188  
                nvnit Bg)n) smijn[ 40 vP< p&ri Yti t[n) ujvN) $p[ fkt s¿yi[ miT[ a[k f\)  kiy<k\m ti. 
14.04.18ni ri[j riK[l. pr>t& “k[Tr)>g” Kitr pi. 1/- Ti[kn riK[l. kiy<k\mni[ D^[ski[D hti[ firEAT, aif\)ki, 
y&.a[.E an[ EºD)yi. ai kiy<k\mmi> mi[T) s>²yimi> s¿yi[a[ hijr) aip) ht). svirni 12 vigti s¿yi[n) mi[T) 
s>²yimi> hijr) Ye ge ht). 12 Y) 2 s&F)mi> sv< s¿yi[a[ Bi[jnn[ ºyiy aip) d)F[l an[ si]a[ pi[tin&> AYin le 
l)F[l. ai kiy<k\mni[ smy bpi[rni[ riKvin) GNia[ “r)kv[Ö” kr[l.  smy Yti p\m&K r[N&b[n mh[ti smy sr 
aiv[l pr>t& s>Ô[g vSit t[mn[ Gr[ piCi jv&> pD[l a[Tl[ s[k\[Tr)a[ si]n[ aivkir) kiy<k\mn) S$ait kr[l an[ 
aijni kiy<k\mni kºv)nr kÃpnib[n pir[K an[ m)nib[n mh[tin) ai[LK aip[l. 
        aclib[n[ t[mni s&r)li k>q[ g)ti[ gien[ sv<n[ trbi[L kr) d)Fi an[ an[kn[ nic-ginni[ ain>d miNti 
kr[l an[ siY[ siY[ a>tixr)ni[ pN ain>d kriv[l.  
        (ms)s B)miN)a[ t[mn) adiY) si]n[ “lif)>g Y[rp)” kriv) an[ k[m K&S rh[v&> t[n) smjN aip). 
aclib[n fr) AT[j pr aiÄyi an[ si]n[ rmt rmiD) t[mj D^[s ki[D p\miN[ j[ si]Y) siri[ an[ alg D^[s ph[r) 
aiv[l t[n[ Enim aipvimi> aiv[l. p\Ym Enimni (vj[ti Am)tib[n adiN), b)Ô enimni (vj[ti Ônv)b[n an[ 
#i)Ô enimni (vj[ti h>sib[n hti. a>tmi (#iv[N) s>gmn) T)k)Ti[ miT[ rif[l D^i[ kr[l. an[ ci-ki[f) siY[ mkie-
pi]ai t[mj Grni bniv[l b)Ak)Tni[ niAti[ kr) si] C&Ti pDyi.   
         aijni b)Ak)T r[N&b[n mh[ti trfY) hti. t[mni[ aiBir. 
         ai S&B p\s>g[ amir) k>E B&l Ye hi[y k[ u>c[ avij[ bi[lie gy&  hi[y ti[ xmi krSi[. 
                                                     Bg)n) smijni jy ~) kZON an[ jy Jn[ºW   
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Losing a loved one is a traumatic time

We operate from our modern and fully equipped premises 

on Mollison Way in Edgware

Our comprehensive service includes:-

Large prayer room (Mandir) for performing the Funeral Rites or for paying the last respects

All religious rites and wishes respected and administered

Modern, fully equipped washing & dressing facilities

Priest for final rites arranged

Funeral ceremony items provided

Repatriation arranged at short notice

Horse drawn carriages arranged

Sanjay Shah and Bharat Shah 

are the first & foremost 

Indian Funeral Directors 

in England serving 

the Asian community since 1984.

020 8952 5252

INDIAN FUNERAL DIRECTORS
44 SOUTH PARADE, MOLLISON WAY, EDGWARE, MIDDLESEX HA8 5QL 

 www.indianfuneraldirectors.co.uk

email : info@indianfuneraldirectors.co.uk

24 HOURS MOBILE: 0777 030 66 44

Call us at anytime for a complete package price

UK’s leading funeral directors at your service...

NDIAN
FUNERAL

D  I  R  E  C  T  O  R  S

For an efficient & professional 

service, contact either 

Bharat Shah, Sanjay Shah, 

Trupti Shukla, Ashvin Patel 

& Nitesh Pindoria

Navnat	Badminton	Club	- NBC
Registered	Charity	No.288167

Interested	in	playing	badminton?
We	are	a	friendly	community	based	charity	club	with	

players	of	all	standards	and	looking	for	

new	members!
When

Wednesday	(Advance	Players)
Thursday	&	Friday	(Intermediate	to	Beginners)

8.30	–10.30pm

Where
Navnat	Centre

Printing	House	Lane
Hayes,	Middlesex	

UB3	1AR

Requirements
You	must	bring	your	own	badminton	racket	and	

refreshment

For	more	information	contact

Wednesday	–Advance	Players
Hiral Shah		- 07903	054	258

Manish	Bakhda - 07956	804	421

Thursdays	&	Fridays	– Intermediate	/	Beginners
Bhavesh	Vora	- 07954	412	655							

Email:	bhavesh.vora@navnat.com	

Estate Planning 

        Will Drafting         

           Lasting Powers of Attorney             

Trusts - by approved partners 

Funeral Plans 

Probate -by approved partners 

   Document/Will Storage  

       Talks to Community Groups  

Evening and Weekend Appointments available 

Home Visits 

     Gujarati Spoken Fluently 

Services Provided by Balance Consultancy

   Shandip Nathalal Shah 
ASWW, ACIB, MBA 

 Tel:     020 3837 0099 

Mobile: 07780  690432

Email: Shandip@balanceconsultancy.co.uk 

Web: www.balanceconsultancy.co.uk  

'It's a dead cert, so plan for it - leave a legacy not a mess'
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'It's a dead cert, so plan for it - leave a legacy not a mess'
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journeys from the heart...
part of emeraldglobal

www.namaste.travel   020 7725 6765

Sri Lanka 

10 Nights        from £1,450*

For more details please call us or visit our website at 

namastetravelandtoursenquires@namaste.travel.co.uk    56 Baker Street, London W1U 7BU

*

Peru

12 Days              from £2,875*

Myanmar 

IndoChina 

16 Days            from £2,125*

14 Days           from £2,615 *

China

8 Days               from £2,325 *

Tanzania 

Japan

11 Days             from £3,075*

Zimbabwe & Botswana

• Dedicated team of Gujarati speakers 

   offering Excellent Customer Service 

• Well-travelled team with knowledge 

   of our destinations 

• Tailor made Honeymoon Packages

• Cruise package deals
•  Classic and Scenic train journeys

• Our holidays are financially protected 

   through ABTA & ATOL (3676) bonding

Why book with Namaste Travel?

Tailor - Made Holidays is our speciality

Tailor made Tours for Individuals and Groups

All prices quoted are per person, return international flights in Economy class and  4* or 5* Hotel accommodation on twin share basis.  
Prices are subject to availability and change. All prices include all taxes and prepaid charges at time of print. Terms and conditions apply*

Cruises 

All kinds of Cruises catered  
for 2018 / 2019

Cambodia - Laos - Vietnam 

10 Days            from £3,850*

 

 

For a free initial 
consultation please 
contact: 
 
Ravi Juthani  
+44(0)1923 634 255 
ravi.juthani@hhllp.co.
uk 
 

Offices 
 
Milton Keynes 
London 
Watford 
 

Registered to carry on audit work in the UK 
by the Institute of Chartered Accountants in 
England and Wales. 
 
All information provided in these articles 
are for illustrative purposes only and do not 
constitute advice given.  

It may seem illogical that owning 
additional companies in a more complex 
structure will help you save tax and 
protect your assets. However, these are 
only two of the many advantages creating 
a group structure provides under 
different circumstances. 
 
One of these situations is where your 
business has been trading very successfully 
for many years and has built up significant 
levels of cash. This presents two problems. 
A high level of cash can potential be a 
problem when considering Entrepreneurs 
Relief (an extremely valuable tax relief 
available when selling your company). It also 
means that your hard-earned cash continues 
to be at risk of the business hitting hard 
times or a general downturn in the trading 
environment.  
 
By creating a holding company above the 
trading company, you can protect the cash 
and other valuable assets including buildings 
from the trading ups and downs. This is 
because although the holding company 
owns the trading company, they are 
separate legal entities so the trading 
company going bankrupt will not affect the 
holding company. It also means that the sale 
of the holding company will be eligible for 
Entrepreneurs Relief as it will be the holding 
company of a trading group. 
 
One of the other situations where the 
creation of a group of companies provides a 
significant advantage is where your business 
is starting to grow and you’re entering new 
markets and sectors, both geographically 

and with new services or products. Including 
everything through one company might 
seem like an obvious choice, as you can 
make use of the cash from profitable trades 
to fund the creation of new ones.  
 
However, with the new corporate group relief 
rules and ability for group companies to loan 
each other cash with no tax implications, the 
effect is the same. Whilst in separate 
companies the exact profitability of each 
trade can be more easily assessed. 
Importantly it can also allow you to 
separately incentive staff from each trade to 
reach certain measurable targets. 
Furthermore, in the future each separate 
company can be sold more easily, and 
depending on the trade, this can even be tax 
free.   
 
How do I make a group of companies? 
 
The process for creating a group of 
companies where there is already an 
existing company can be done both income 
tax free and stamp duty free. In order for this 
to be the case, HMRC clearances will need 
to be obtained. This is a more complex area 
of taxation and detailed advice should be 
sought when considering the pros and cons 
of creating this structure and whether it is 
suitable for your business. 
 
Coming Next Month 
I’ll go through the basic UK residency rules, 
the tax implications and what the new 
changes might mean for you. If you have any 
questions please feel free to contact me. 

 

When Making A Group Makes Sense 
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journeys from the heart...
part of emeraldglobal

www.namaste.travel   020 7725 6765
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Zimbabwe & Botswana

• Dedicated team of Gujarati speakers 

   offering Excellent Customer Service 

• Well-travelled team with knowledge 

   of our destinations 

• Tailor made Honeymoon Packages

• Cruise package deals
•  Classic and Scenic train journeys

• Our holidays are financially protected 

   through ABTA & ATOL (3676) bonding

Why book with Namaste Travel?

Tailor - Made Holidays is our speciality

Tailor made Tours for Individuals and Groups

All prices quoted are per person, return international flights in Economy class and  4* or 5* Hotel accommodation on twin share basis.  
Prices are subject to availability and change. All prices include all taxes and prepaid charges at time of print. Terms and conditions apply*

Cruises 

All kinds of Cruises catered  
for 2018 / 2019

Cambodia - Laos - Vietnam 

10 Days            from £3,850*
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Yes?Look no further, Citibond Tours can offer all this and more

     

Call us on 0207 290 0614 or email: tours@citibond.co.uk
For more detailed information, please visit our website

www.citibondtours.co.uk                         

Tanzania Safari                 12 days

from
£2939

 Japan                                  12 days
was £3599 
now from

£3499

Jordan                                    8 days

from
£1559

South Africa  13 days

from
£2599

China 14 days

from
£2549

Citibond Tours
escorted group tours made for you 

Why book with us 

• Worldwide quality tours
• Travel with like-minded people
• Services of tour guides
• No Hidden extras
• All hotels are hand selected
• Vegetarian cuisine available

Join us on a journey to amazing locations, discover 
genuine cultures and meet real local people 
around the world. All of our Escorted Tours are 
uniquely designed to give you an enjoyable and 
unforgettable travel experience with our team of 
experts taking care of you throughout your journey. 

Citibond Travel London Ltd (Head Office)
Freetrade House, Suite 28 & 29 Lowther Road, 
Stanmore, HA7 1EP
                         

Citibond Travel (Leicester branch)
47, Belgrave Road, Leicester, LE4 6AR                           

  Sri Lanka                             12 days

       from
£1699

Prices include return flights, accommodation, tour guide and transfers. Prices are subject to availability.

Kenya Safari                11 days

from
£1779

Brazil & Peru 17 days

from
£4399

Myanmar           13 days

from
£2499

Let us take you on a journey......

Africa

6  
Discover some of the 

world’s finest cuisines?

1  
Would you like to travel 

to exotic worldwide 
destinations?

2  
Have everything on 

your holiday included 
in the price?

3  
With no hidden extras?

5  
Friendly tour guide to 
escort you throughout 

the journey?

Citibond Travel (Queensbury branch)
8 Queensbury Station Parade,  
Edgware, HA8 5NP
                         

Special tour offers 

Asia

South America

Departs on:
19 Sep’18 & 27 Nov’18

Departs on:
21 Sep’18, 18 Nov’18 & 21 Jan’19

Departs on:
24 Sep’18, 26 Nov’18 & 12 Mar’19

Departs on:
25 Jan’19, 8 Mar’19 & 9 Nov’19

Departs on:
16 Sep’18, 18 Nov’18 & 4 Mar’19

Departs on:
28 Sep’18 & 16 Mar’19

Departs on:
12 Sep’18 & 21 Nov’18

Departs on:
13 Sep’18 Cherry Blossom Special

  Vietnam & Cambodia        16 days

from
£2399

Departs on:
28 Sep’18

Middle East

On Full Board basis On Full Board basis 
SAVE
£100

4  
In a group of  

like-minded people?

 

Departs on:
1 Apr’19


